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Abstract

Dyscalculia is usually perceived of as a specific learning difficulty for math-
ematics or, more appropriately, arithmetic. Because definitions and diagnoses
of dyscalculia are in their infancy and sometimes are contradictory. However,
mathematical learning difficulties are certainly not in their infancy and are very
prevalent and often devastating in their impact. Co-occurrence of learning
disorders appears to be the rule rather than the exception. Co-occurrence
is generally assumed to be a consequence of risk factors that are shared
between disorders, for example, working memory. However, it should not
be assumed that all dyslexics have problems with mathematics, although
the percentage may be very high, or that all dyscalculics have problems
with reading and writing. Because mathematics is very developmental, any
insecurity or uncertainty in early topics will impact on later topics, hence to
need to take intervention back to basics. However, it may be worked out
in order to decrease its degree of severity. For example, disMAT, an app
developed for android may help children to apply mathematical concepts,
without much effort, that is turning in itself, a promising tool to dyscalculia
treatment. Thus, this work will focus on the development of a Decision Support
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System to estimate children evidences of dyscalculia, based on data obtained
on-the-fly with disMAT. The computational framework is built on top of a
Logic Programming approach to Knowledge Representation and Reasoning,
grounded on a Case-based approach to computing, that allows for the handling
of incomplete, unknown, or even self-contradictory information.
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1 Introduction

Dyscalculia was primarily defined as “a structural disorder of mathematical
abilities” [1]. Therefore, and through some consequent studies, it can be
defined as a mathematical learning disability that affects the ability to perform
operations and make the proper use of arithmetic. Frequently described as
“the dyslexia or blindness for numbers”, the dyscalculia is hard to be well-
diagnosed, despite the incidence on 6 to 7% in the population [2]. Nevertheless,
it is relevant to distinguish the type of dyscalculia under analysis:

• The person in question suffered a trauma, like an injury or a stoke,
and developed this difficulty in leading with numbers, then it is called
acalculia; and

• The disorder exists since birth, with the absence of accidents, then
it is called developmental dyscalculia, since it will accompanied the
individual through ages. This last type it is the most common and the
one that is referred to as dyscalculia [3].

Besides affecting the realization of simple calculations with two digits and
basic operations (i.e., addition, subtraction, multiplication and division),
dyscalculia also influences tasks such as to distinguish left from right, to
express the time, or even to count money/cash. Since this specific develop-
mental disorder can be reflected in various areas of mathematic, dyscalculia
may be set in six sub-areas, taking into account the most affected ones [1],
namely:

• Lexical dyscalculia – troubles in reading mathematical symbols;
• Verbal dyscalculia – troubles in naming mathematical quantities, num-

bers and symbols;
• Graphic dyscalculia – troubles in writing mathematical symbols;
• Operational dyscalculia – troubles in performing mathematical opera-

tions and calculus;


